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Creative Destruction 
 

On Sunday, we wrapped up our sermon series called “My Ordinary Life” by pondering the 

symbolism of the only day of the week we had not yet covered – Sunday.  

 

1. Before digging deeper, first a warm up question:  On Sunday, what’s one of your 

favorite things to do besides attending worship?  

 

2. Although we often think of Sunday as being about Sabbath rest, that’s not technically 

accurate.  Saturday is the traditional Jewish Sabbath.  Early Christians moved their 

worship to Sunday because, in Christian tradition, that’s the day Jesus rose from the 

dead.  Sunday was/is “resurrection day”!  For the early Christians, no matter how bad 

your week was, when Sunday rolled around, you were reminded that God specializes 

in resurrecting people and things.  Resurrection was the central organizing principle 

that anchored the early Christian way of life.  Example: read Philippians 3:7-14. 

 

a. In verse 10, Paul said his ultimate aspiration was to “know the power of Christ’s 

resurrection” in his own life.  How do we know when we’re living in the power of 

Christ’s resurrection?  In your opinion, what does it look like to live with 

resurrection power? 

 

b. At this point in your life, do you feel like you’re living in the power of Christ’s 

resurrection?  Where would you rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 5?  Tell us why 

you chose the rating you did.     

 

3. In Christian theology, God came to us in the form of Jesus to show us how to live.  

So, everywhere he went, Jesus issued the same invitation: “Follow me.”  With these 

words, he was inviting us to strive to replicate the patterns of his life in ours.  The 

most basic pattern in Jesus’ life was the cross, i.e., his death, burial, and resurrection.  

In fact, when Jesus invited people to follow him, he often specifically mentioned the 

pattern of the cross.  For example, in Luke 9:23, Jesus said, “If any want to become 

my followers, let them deny themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me.”   

 

a. As best you understand, what did Jesus mean when he invited us to “take up our 

cross”? 

 

b. In Luke 9:23, Jesus specifically says we should take up our cross “daily.”  What 

does that mean? 

 

4. At its most basic level, “taking up the cross” means striving to replicate Jesus’ pattern 

of death, burial, and resurrection in the events of our everyday lives.  The first step in 

this threefold pattern is death.  We should strive to respond to all the death-like 

experiences in our everyday lives – i.e., losses, defeats, and disappointments – with 

confidence that God can/will raise up something good out of that death-like 

experience. 
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a. What kind of loss, defeat, or disappointment are you facing in your life right now?   

 

b. Do you believe God could raise up something good out of the loss, defeat, or 

disappointment you’re facing right now?  Do you have any idea what form that 

good might take? 

 

c. Read Romans 8:28.  This verse calls to mind the concept of “creative destruction” 

– the idea that destructive events in life often clear space for something new and 

better to grow in its place.  The classic example of “creative destruction” is a 

forest fire.  Jesus’ death on the cross is another example.  Jeff told the African 

folktale about the friend of a tribal king who, even when bad things happened, 

always said, “This is good.”  In that story, a lost thumb and time in jail both 

turned out to be good things to happen.  Looking back across your life, when has 

something bad actually made room for something good to happen in your life?       

 

5. Read Romans 6:4.  This verse repeats the same threefold pattern of the cross, 

reminding us that burial is an essential step that occurs between death and 

resurrection.  In our own life, when something bad happens, we often want to skip the 

burial part and get right to resurrection.  When that doesn’t happen, often grow 

discouraged and give up.   

 

a. By burial, we mean that time after a defeat has occurred, but before the new life 

that’s supposed to follow becomes apparent.  Burial is that time of waiting, 

grieving, and confusion, like the disciples experienced after Jesus’ death.  In what 

situation in your life are you feeling “buried” right now?  Are you allowing hope 

for what is to come to sustain you during your burial period?    

 

b. Why can’t we skip the burial stage?  Why is burial such a critical step along the 

path to eventual resurrection?  (Hint: What happens when people jump right from 

a broken relationship into a new one?) 

 

6. When we approach the death and burial periods of our life with faith, patiently 

moving through them, God eventually raises us up to a new and better place in life – 

resurrection!  Like Jesus before us, we end up experiencing a new and better life. 

 

a. On an episode of NPR’s “The American Life,” a woman named Sara told how her 

family lost all their wealth when her father got caught embezzling.  Although it 

was tragic, in the aftermath both of Sara’s parents found far greater peace and 

meaning in life.  Sara’s mother, in particular, developed a deep spiritual side.  

Have you seen something similar happen in the life of someone you know – a 

time where something really bad turned into something really good?   

 

b. What new thing is ready to be born in your life right now?  Are you ready to step 

out in faith and seize it?   

 

New sermon series starts this Sunday – How To Neighbor. 


